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Welcome to the Book Week in Schools Virtual Incursion program THE GREATEST DISCOVERY!
Educating your students about reading and literacy, this program celebrates CBCA Book Week 2020 and 
features a selection of The CBCA 2020 Shortlisted Book.

Participating in this program is easy and integrates with the Australian Curriculum to seamlessly aid your 
teaching methods both at school and at home.

The Virtual Incursion program includes:
• A 45 minute live-on-film educational theatre performance
• Pre-performance Teacher Preparation video
• Post-performance Q&A videos
• Educational web portal with personalised school login for teachers and students
• Teacher Guide and Resource Pack
• Student digital games
• Student downloadable activities
• Online and downloadable music tracks
• Schedule your classrooms for a live-stream ‘Meet the Actors & Creatives’

BEFORE THE DAY OF YOUR VIRTUAL INCURSION
1. Go to PerformEducation.com
2. On the homepage select the Virtual Incursions LOGIN button
3. Use your school password provided to access the educational web portal for THE GREATEST DISCOVERY!
4. Watch the ‘Teacher Preparation’ video – and share with all staff that will be assisting students to participate 
in this program
5. Review the ’Summary of The CBCA Shortlisted Books’ in this Teacher Resource Pack that are featured in the 
performance. There are different books featured depending on the grade level/version of performance that 
your students will be viewing.
6. Discuss the program with your students, along with the CBCA featured books, and explain to students about 
the upcoming Virtual Performance.

ON THE DAY OF YOUR VIRTUAL INCURSION
1. Stick to your scheduled performance viewing times for each grade/classroom. This will provide you with a 
structure for the day and a focused learning environment for your students.
2. Make sure you provide all teachers/classrooms/students that will be logging in with our web portal details 
and your school password.
3. One hour before your scheduled start time, log yourself into our web portal using your school password to 
ensure you are familiar yourself with how to access the live-on-film performance.
4. As each individual classroom/group session is ready, the teacher/facilitator or student simply needs to log 
into our web portal, enter their name and the school password, and then play the performance video.
5. The live-on-film performance will run for approx. 45 minutes. There is no need to pause at any time.
6. However…as your access to the performance video is open for 7 days, you are able to structure your 
viewing/learning sessions. You may choose to spread the event over a few days. You could watch 25 minutes of 
the performance per day, and then break into a classroom activity found in this Teacher Pack. Alternatively, you 
may want to watch the entire performance in one session, and then on another day have students watch again 
as part of your review and further exploration of the books and content.
7. At the end of the performance your viewing can continue immediately, or on a separate day/time, with our 
post-performance Q&A recordings - available all year long to view and discuss.

TEACHER STEP-BY STEP GUIDE
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How do we view the Virtual Incursion?
The Virtual Incursion is accessed through our website educational portal. All you will need is a screen 
big enough for everyone to see and an internet connection. You should check in with your school 
IT department to discuss what will work best.

The live-on-film performance can be watched in individual classrooms, the school hall, library, 
multipurpose room, or even have remote learning students log in and view from home!

You may also want to prepare instructions for any students who may be remote learning and need the 
portal website and school password in advance to login at home.

If you are viewing at school, you could use:
• Individual classroom interactive whiteboards
• Projector connected to a computer
• A large TV connected to a computer
• Individual students on their laptops

Then for each classroom/group that is viewing you will need a teacher to access the portal and oversee 
the viewing session.

What is the Live-On-Film performance?
THE GREATEST DISCOVERY is a 45 minute live-on-film educational theatre performance from Perform 
Education and performed by two professional actors.

What’s in the box?  That’s the question on everybody’s lips when students are asked to bring to school in a 
storage box something they’ve uncovered – in a cupboard, in the shed, at the back of an old second-hand 
store… Both Claire and Jonno believe they have found something that is sure to be the winner of ‘Greatest 
Discovery’ on the day.

Book Week in Schools includes a selection of the CBCA 2020 ShortListed Books, encouraging students 
to engage with reading in an active and energetic manner and reinforcing the idea of inclusiveness and 
celebration of endeavour rather than competition outcomes. The live-on-film performance includes a 
customized junior, general or senior version performance to cater the program for classes/grades to suit:

• JUNIOR VERSION: Grades P-2
• GENERAL VERSION:  Grades P-3/4 or mixed
• SENIOR VERSION: Grades 5-6

AFTER YOUR VIRTUAL INCURSION
1. Ask all teachers and staff go to PerformTeachers.com, click on the name of this program, and evaluate 
the program – they will each then go in a draw to WIN $200 for their classroom!
2. Then jump back onto PerformEducation.com
3. Log into this Virtual Incursion program using the same password you used to view the performance
4. Utilise the year-round educational resources including digital games, activities and videos for your 
students
5. Take the opportunity to schedule a live-stream ‘Meet the Actors & Creatives’ session and have students 
chat directly with our team.
6. Now schedule a date for 2021 – with options once again for LIVE or VIRTUAL incursions!

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE AND SUPPORT!

TEACHER STEP-BY STEP GUIDE
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If you or any of your students would like to find out more details about 
our company please visit our website: www.performeducation.com

Perform! Education is a multi award-winning
educational production company and part of
the largest educational producers operating
across New Zealand, Australia, the USA and UK.

The company specialises in touring curriculum
aligned, educational musicals, theatre and
sketch comedy into schools and has been
operating in Australia for twenty years. Every
year we tour to over 250,000 students and in
all, the company and its writers have toured
our specialty educational programs to over
three million students across the world.

In Australia, we tour an annual CBCA Book
Week program as the official in-school partner
of The Children’s Book Council of Australia. The
annual Book Week in Schools program features
a selection of The CBCA Shortlisted Books. The
program promotes literacy and reading by
inspiring students with the limitless fun and
possibilities offered by books and reading. Each
production also deals with specific personal
development issues such as Self-Esteem,
Bullying, Anger Management and Co-operation.

The performances, whether live or virtual, take
place within schools and are highly interactive
featuring action packed narratives, appealing,
identifiable characters, loads of comedy,
irresistible songs and high energy dancing
which captivates and engage all audiences from
ages 5 to 12 years old (as well as their
teachers).

Question/Discussion time at the conclusion of
the performance reinforces the learning
outcomes, and this specially designed Teacher
Resource Pack sent prior to the performance
offers a comprehensive selection of classroom
exercises for both before and after the
performance.

To find out more about Perform! Education or
to contact the company, please log onto our
website at www.performeducation.com

© Echelon Productions 2020



Some years ago I wrote a show for the Olympics that were to be celebrated in London and the focus 
was exactly that – celebration of achievement and of endeavour. Eight years on I am revisiting this 
topic but with a different theme in mind. The language of competition has spilled over into all manner 
of endeavour in recent times and people are referred to as ‘winners’ and ‘losers’ in many different 
contexts.

In this year’s production, with the assistance of some excellent new books created for young people, 
I wanted to explore the idea that winning is not as important as celebrating effort and 
achievement. In particular, through the character of Jonno, I wanted to look at what consequences 
may occur when the fact of winning becomes more important than how you achieve the win. 

In recent times, we’ve seen many examples where being the loudest or most aggressive wins an 
argument rather than the use of reason, common sense and the capacity to listen to other points of 
view. It’s time to challenge that perspective and show children that there is a vast difference between 
opinion and fact.

In this year’s production we still seek to celebrate the Olympic ideals and history, but also explore 
ways to learn from differences of opinion, and that our heroes, especially in the current circumstances 
the world finds itself in, are not necessarily the fastest or strongest, but the ones who stand up to be 
counted when the going gets tough.

A NOTE FROM THE WRITER

- Craig Christie
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The educational CBCA Book Week musical THE 
GREATEST DISCOVERY begins with two friends, 
Jonno and Claire, preparing to share an 
announcement with the audience as to what they 
have decided is the best book of the year, which is 
all well and good until the moment comes when 
each has chosen a different book.  This leads to an 
argument in which Jonno attempts to assert his 
book is the best because HE thinks it is and HE 
wants to win.  When Claire asks him to explain 
further, he starts to consider a situation in which 
he also wanted to be the winner in a classroom 
activity of the previous term…

The topic was The Greatest Discovery and the 
class had been charged with trying to find 
something that reflected the topic to bring in and 
show the class.  Jonno is determined that what he 
has to show the class will be the best and demeans 
Claire in his attempt, in this situation at least, to be 
the winner.  Claire tries to explain that, from her 
perspective, there is no competition and it’s all 
about sharing ideas, but Jonno won’t back down.  
He challenges Claire to show everyone what she 
has brought first and she produces a box of old 
medals that her Dad found at a car boot sale.  It 
turns out they are Olympic medals but not the type 
everyone today is used to.  There were medals for 
architecture and poetry and even painting.  Jonno 
simply translates this into finding something 
obscure that he might be able to win an Olympic 
gold medal for.  Claire responds by saying if he 
wants to win then she will provide some 
opposition and gets the entire audience involved in 
forming two teams to compete. They draw a medal 
from the box Claire has brought which is for 
poetry, and so the two teams compete for poetry 
gold using the book Hello Lighthouse by Sophie 
Blackall for inspiration.

The second event they compete in is the standing 
triple jump which members from each team 

participate in.  Jonno then wants to compete as 
well but is beaten by Claire which leads him to stop 
the competition and move onto presenting his 
Great Discovery which he is certain will prove to be 
the best and make him the winner. He tells the 
story of exploring by a river and discovering a 
dinosaur’s egg. Claire agrees it’s a very impressive 
object but Jonno refuses to let her or anyone else 
have a close look at the egg which he has brought 
hidden in a box.  In an effort to keep the contents 
hidden, Jonno drops the box and out rolls what is 
obviously a fake object with the tag ‘dinosaur egg’ 
plastered onto it.  Jonno quickly diverts attention 
and rushes out.

Back to the current situation of determining 
which book is the best, Claire tries to impress upon 
Jonno that just because he has a strong opinion on 
something doesn’t necessarily mean it’s correct or 
true.  She entreats him to listen to other people’s 
thoughts and ideas as well as proclaiming his own.  
He agrees to co-operate in an activity in which they 
will let the books speak for themselves.  The lead 
characters out of the books appear together and in 
their interaction each can see elements of each 
other’s story that really impresses the other.  Claire 
and Jonno return and each appears to have 
changed their minds about which book is the best.  
They decide to announce their decision and, in a 
surprise twist, proclaim the book Hello Lighthouse 
to be their favourite. After impressing upon the 
audience that it’s absolutely fine to have a 
difference of opinion as long as you’re prepared to 
listen to each other, Jonno and Claire discuss what 
being a winner really means and how sometimes 
it’s not the obvious people in our society that are 
winners.  In recent times, it’s the unsung people 
working hard for the benefit of all without being 
acknowledged that are winners and better than 
that – they are in fact heroes!

SYNOPSIS
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From Craig Christie, the writer of THE GREATEST DISCOVERY!

Once again I am reminded in making these selections and reading through the wonderful array of 
books that have been short listed by the CBCA for the 2020 Awards how very lucky we are to have 
books of such quality in theme and artistry being produced in Australia.  Even the most apparently 
simple picture books create opportunities to explore visual literacy and all books, regardless of the 
level at which they are pitched, are thematically rich and reward student and adult alike when looked 
at closely and shared in the classroom and more widely

The books I have selected, rather than directly exploring the themes I have outlined, are used as a 
catalyst to excite discussion and debate on the grounds that, though they may be disparate in content 
and style, they are all excellent examples of storytelling.  As usual I have taken into account the 
accessibility and relevance of the selected texts and referred to booksellers, reviewers and teachers to 
inform the final selection.   

FEATURED BOOKS

Here is our selection for the 3 versions of THE GREATEST DISCOVERY!
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JUNIOR VERSION GENERAL VERSION SENIOR VERSION
Grades P-2 Mixed year levels Grades 5 & above

HELLO LIGHTHOUSE HELLO LIGHTHOUSE HELLO LIGHTHOUSE

TILLY TILLY THE LITTLE WAVE

GOODBYE HOUSE, HELLO 
HOUSE

THE LITTLE WAVE THE DOG RUNNER



The book selected to appear in all versions of the show – Junior, General 
and Senior, is the beautiful Hello Lighthouse by  Sophie Blackall. There is a 
sense of completeness in the book’s design, illustration and text that 
evokes the physical lighthouse and its surroundings through the seasons 
and years, as well as the emotional heart of the story of the lighthouse 
keeper and his family. It’s a book that rewards constant revisits with its 
beautiful illustration and narration and there is a particular poignancy in 
the story of the isolated life of the lighthouse keeper in these current 
times.

9

HELLO LIGHTHOUSE
Written by Sophie Blackall
(Junior, General and Senior Version) 

FEATURED BOOK DETAILS

The next text selected was Tilly by Jane Godwin with illustrations by 
Anna Walker in the Junior and General versions because of its universal 
themes of resilience and of the significance of having something special 
that is entirely your own.  There is such beautiful poetry in the language 
that Godwin uses in her evocation of loss – ‘the last drops of silvery 
summer fell into the palm of her hand’. Poignant rather than sad, the 
book reminds the reader of how memories are sometimes the only 
treasures we can really hold on to.

TILLY
Written by Anna Walker (text by Jane Goodwin)
(Junior, General Version)

The current situation of families isolating themselves in 
their homes brings the theme of what makes a home to the 
fore in many people’s minds. This is why the book Goodbye 
House, Hello House by Margaret Wild with Illustrations by 
Ann James is so timely and relevant, especially for younger 
students, and why it was selected to feature in the Junior 
Version of the show. It makes a great discussion starter 
about what it is that makes a home. A gentle, bittersweet 
story of moving on, incorporating themes of change, family, 
and home, it’s pitched perfectly for the junior levels.

GOODBYE HOUSE, HELLO HOUSE
Written by Margaret Wild
Illustrated by Ann James
(Junior Version)

© Echelon Productions 2020
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FEATURED BOOK DETAILS

THE LITTLE WAVE
Written by Pip Harry
(General, Senior Version)

The final book selected for this year and for the Senior version of the 
show is The Dog Runner by Bren MacDibble.  Set in a dystopian future 
that is still very familiar, this story has a compelling and faced paced 
narrative that is quite filmic in its style and sure to engage a reader who 
is fond of a story punctuated by episodes of real tension and peril. The 
resourcefulness of the two main characters and in particular the young 
girl Ella who narrates the story, brings the situation and plot vividly to 
life. The very satisfactory conclusion is appropriately hopeful and 
instructive, especially in regard to the importance of protecting the 
environment and appreciating the knowledge and wisdom of our 
Indigenous Australians.

THE DOG RUNNER
Written by Bren MacDibble
(Senior Version)

For the first time, a younger readers book has been included in the 
General version of  the show as well as the Senior version. The style and 
content of The Little Wave by Pip Harry has a simplicity of language 
that is accessible to all ages (although challenging for the younger 
students who would perhaps benefit from short sections of the story 
being read to them). The characters in the story of three children, two 
in the city and one in the country, and the different challenges that 
each contends with are evoked brilliantly by the use of first person 
narrative and the blank verse structure of the writing.  It invites less 
confident readers to engage because the sentences appear short and 
succinct.  Nevertheless we get to know each of the three main 
characters and the other people in their lives so well.  The narrative is 
compelling and the outcomes positive and affirming.

© Echelon Productions 2020



The following is a list of questions and activities to use in the classroom after the performance. The first list
consists of questions and activities related to the theme of the show (thematic) and then following are
related specifically to the books involved. After these are some general activities as well as additional ones
relating specifically to music and movement.

AFTER THE PERFORMANCE 
QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES

THEMATIC

11

• Have you ever discovered something? An old toy at the back of the cupboard, something 
at your Grandparents' house or an object in the garden? Draw a picture or write a story 
about what you discovered. Share with the class.

• What if you discovered a real dinosaur egg? Draw a picture or write a newspaper article 
about your discovery.

• If your teacher asked you to go looking for a Great Discovery, where might you go 
looking?  

• Host a class Olympic Games event.  Make up brand new and/or untried competition 
activities. Form teams and enjoy!

• What are the most popular Olympic Games events in your class?  Take a survey and 
create a chart to show which events are most popular.

• Choose a topic about which the class will have different opinions e.g. favourite team, 
favourite recording artist, favourite movie.  Ask each student to prepare a case for their 
opinion and divide their argument into two columns – those things that are ‘feelings’ 
and those that are ‘facts’.

• What are some of history’s great discoveries?  Create a list of discoveries in different 
fields e.g. archaeology, medicine, biology, environment.  

• Research the people who were involved in making ‘great discoveries’ and see if you can 
find personal attributes that these people had in common. Create a list of what 
characteristics you think might be needed to be a great discoverer.

© Echelon Productions 2020



THEMATIC
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• Have a series of rhyme-offs in class. Break into teams and see how many rhymes you can 
find for various words. Students might like to use that as a springboard for writing their own 
rhyming verses.

• Jonno states at one stage in the story that he wants to be a winner.  What reasons might a 
person have for wanting to be a winner?  What are the benefits of being a winner?  What 
are the challenges that face someone in becoming and also once they have become a 
winner?

• Jonno’s attempt to be declared the winner of the Greatest Discovery challenge falls apart 
because he attempts to cheat.  Write a story about another person in which their attempt 
to cheat falls apart.

• Can you think of other examples of people cheating or lying to win at something? Why do 
you think some people would do this?

• How do you think those medals from long ago ended up in a box at a jumble sale?  Write a 
story about how it happened.

• People do get very involved in competition and really caring about who wins or loses – you 
only need to look at football fans to see that.  Why do you think people get so involved in 
the outcome of a competition?  What advice might you give someone who feels sad or 
angry when who they are supporting doesn’t win?

• Have you heard the saying ‘winning isn’t everything’?  What does it mean?.  What would 
happen if people only competed in something they knew they were going to win?

• Take a class poll of favourite books, films, teams, sports, television shows and/or 
superheros.  Present it as a chart of ‘Class Opinions’.  How does your class list compare with 
other classes?

• Can you discover some famous people who early in their lives were never considered to be 
‘winners’ and who went on to achieve great things? e.g. Albert Einstein

© Echelon Productions 2020
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HELLO LIGHTHOUSE

• Would you like to live in a lighthouse? Imagine you do. Write a letter home about what it 
feels like to live there, as well as what you find fun and challenging.

• On the back cover of the book there is a cutaway of the lighthouse with the interior of its 
rooms shown.  Try redesigning the interior in a modern way that would suit your needs and 
wishes.

• Every day the lighthouse keeper writes in his log book.  Write your own entry in the log 
book for the lighthouse keeper for a normal day and also for a day when something out of 
the ordinary occurs.

• Create a list of all the tasks the lighthouse keeper has to complete in the course of running 
and living in the lighthouse.

• While the day to day routine of the lighthouse keeper may seem a bit mundane, there are 
some moments in the book of great excitement or drama.  Write a blog post of one of 
these moments.

• Create a menu for the day from the ingredients that the lighthouse keeper would typically 
have access to  (eg canned foods, homemade bread, rice)

TILLY

• Do you have a special treasure you keep in a safe place like Tilly does? Draw a picture of it 
or, if it’s not too precious or fragile, bring it to school and discuss with the class.

• Write a story about finding a secret hiding place that belonged to someone else a long time 
ago.  What items did you find?  What did you learn about the person who originally owned 
them?

• Sometimes our greatest treasures are our memories.  Ask someone older than you - a 
friend or relative – about some of their treasured memories. Write an account of the 
memory and share with the class.

• Have you ever lost something that was precious to you? How did you feel? Write a story 
about it or draw a picture of it.

• Choose a favourite illustration in the book and describe it to someone who has never seen 
the picture

© Echelon Productions 2020
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THE LITTLE WAVE

• Imagine organising your own movie night fundraiser.  Choose a theme for the night and a 
movie.  Create your own poster to advertise it.

• Do you have a pen pal? Write them a letter describing where you live. What do you like 
about where you live? Where would you like to visit that you’ve never been before? 
(Perhaps your teacher can organise pen pals with a class from a school far away. 
Alternatively you may have a friend or family member who lives far away with whom you 
can correspond.)

• What makes a good friend? Make a list of attributes and discuss as a class. 

• Discuss the theme of friendship as it is explored in The Little Wave.  Contrast and compare 
two of the friendships that are presented in the book.

• Describe each of the main characters from the book. 

• Describe the relationships each main character has with a significant adult in their life e.g. 
Lottie and her dad, Jack and his Mum.

• In The Little Wave we read about Jack’s visit to Manly beach.  Now imagine what happens 
when Lottie and Noah visit Jack in Mullin for the first time. Write an account of their visit 
and the differences they discover between the beach and the countryside.

GOODBYE HOUSE, HELLO HOUSE

• Have you ever moved to a new home? How did you feel? What did you enjoy most?

• Imagine you have to move to a new house. Draw a picture of the best house you could 
hope to move to.  

• Describe how Emma might be feeling when she is saying goodbye to her old house.  
Describe how she may be feeling saying hello to the new house. Can you draw a picture 
that shows Emma’s feelings?

• What are the differences between Emma’s two houses? Which would you prefer to live in 
and why?

• Looking at how she is portrayed in the book, what are some words that you think could be 
used to describe Emma?

© Echelon Productions 2020
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HOW TO BEE

THE DOG RUNNER

• Write an account/diary entry of a typical day for Ella before they decide to escape the city.

• What clues are there in the story that tell us that it takes place in a fictional future in
Australia?

• What do you learn about Emery’s family and their background in the story? How is it
different to Ella’s Mum and her background?

• See if you can create a map of the journey that Ella and Emery undertake.

• See what you can discover about the First Nations’ agriculture and discuss how it may have
been the way forward to the society depicted in The Dog Runner.

• What warnings does the world that The Dog Runner describes give to us and the world we
live in currently?

• What changes do you think the world the story takes place in should have made earlier to
avoid the chaos that it has descended into?

© Echelon Productions 2020
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GENERAL ACTIVITIES

• Write a review of THE GREATEST DISCOVERY.  If you would like to send your 
reviews into the office we can promise the class will get a response!

• Create a collection of gold medals with suggestions by the class so that each 
student gets a gold medal for something particular about them – anything from 
a gold medal for smiling to being a school champion runner and everything else 
in between. Create an awards ceremony in which each student is presented 
with their medal.

• In the show, during the song My Team, students are taught a chant and some 
movements that go with it.  Try inventing some new movements to go with the 
chant you learn in the song, or even try creating some new chants as well and 
new movements.

• Write a story or create a short drama scene about an exploration that has an 
unexpected outcome.

• Most people have some objects which could be considered treasures regardless 
of whether or not they have any cash value.  These treasures are usually a link 
to a person, time or event of days gone by.  Create a list of treasures that 
people in the class or someone in their family owns and explain why each one is 
important.  If it’s not too precious or fragile perhaps some students may like to 
bring their treasure into the class in much the same way that Claire brought her
box of medals to school.

• Make THE GREATEST DISCOVERY into a story book.  Put it into your own words 
and design illustrations.

• Design a book cover for THE GREATEST DISCOVERY. Include a short summary on 
the back.

• We often hear about all manner of treasures turning up in unexpected places 
(as the Antiques Roadshow constantly reminds us). Write a story about finding a 
treasure of some description at a car boot sale and what happens as a result.

© Echelon Productions 2020
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MUSIC AND MOVEMENT ACTIVITIES

• The first song in the score of the show, Turn The Page, has 2 clear parts for both 
Claire and Jonno to sing. Divide the class in half and each side sings the 
appropriate parts separately, coming together for a rousing chorus.

• Pick a song (or a section of a song) from the show and create a music video. 
Share with the class.

• Play Olympic charades, where one or two people at a time stand in front of the 
class and mime an Olympic sport. The audience has to guess what it is. When 
it’s your turn to mime, think about what muscles and movements are used in 
the various activities like running, shot put, javelin and rowing.

• Enact the end of a running or rowing race in slow motion.

• Find out as many team theme songs from sports locally and around the world 
as you can. There are some particularly famous ones e.g. You’ll Never Walk 
Alone for the Liverpool Football Club or your local football or rugby club’s 
theme song. Perhaps even learn a couple and sing them in class.

© Echelon Productions 2020



LEARNING AREAS: 

• English
• The Arts (Dance, Drama, Music)
• Health and Physical Education
• Humanities and Social Sciences

THEMES:

• Celebrating effort, achievement and collaboration rather than winning
• Managing success and challenges
• Listening to and learning from different opinions
• Real winners are everyday people who help others in need
• Books and reading are a fun way to experience new things
• Opinion versus fact
• Olympics

CROSS CURRICULUM PRIORITIES: Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Histories & 
Cultures, Sustainability

GENERAL CAPABILITIES: Literacy, Critical & Creative Thinking, Personal & Social 
Capability, Ethical Understanding, Intercultural Understanding

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM CONTENT

18© Echelon Productions 2020
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CURRICULUM CONTENT

LEARNING AREAS & CONTENT DESCRIPTIONS

ENGLISH

FOUNDATION

English / Foundation / Language / Text structure and organisation

Curriculum content description
Understand that texts can take many forms, can be very short (for example an exit sign) or quite long (for example 
an information book or a film) and that stories and informative texts have different purposes (ACELA1430)

English / Foundation / Literacy / Interacting with others

Curriculum content description
Use interaction skills including listening while others speak, using appropriate voice levels, articulation and body 
language, gestures and eye contact (ACELY1784)

YEAR 1

English / Year 1 / Language / Language for interaction

Curriculum content description
Understand that language is used in combination with other means of communication, for example facial 
expressions and gestures to interact with others (ACELA1444)

English / Year 1 / Literacy / Interacting with others

Curriculum content description
Engage in conversations and discussions, using active listening behaviours, showing interest, and contributing ideas, 
information and questions (ACELY1656)

YEAR 2

English / Year 2 / Literature / Examining literature

Curriculum content description
Identify, reproduce and experiment with rhythmic, sound and word patterns in poems, chants, rhymes and 
songs (ACELT1592)

English / Year 2 / Literacy / Interpreting, analysing, evaluating

Curriculum content description
Use comprehension strategies to build literal and inferred meaning and begin to analyse texts by drawing on 
growing knowledge of context, language and visual features and print and multimodal text structures (ACELY1670)
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CURRICULUM CONTENT

YEAR 3

English / Year 3 / Literature / Responding to literature

Curriculum content description
Draw connections between personal experiences and the worlds of texts, and share responses with 
others (ACELT1596)

English / Year 3 / Literacy / Interacting with others

Curriculum content descriptions
Use interaction skills, including active listening behaviours and communicate in a clear, coherent manner using a 
variety of everyday and learned vocabulary and appropriate tone, pace, pitch and volume (ACELY1792)

YEAR 4

English / Year 4 / Literature / Examining literature

Curriculum content descriptions
Understand, interpret and experiment with a range of devices and deliberate word play in poetry and other literary 
texts, for example nonsense words, spoonerisms, neologisms and puns (ACELT1606)

English / Year 4 / Literacy / Interacting with others

Curriculum content descriptions
Interpret ideas and information in spoken texts and listen for key points in order to carry out tasks and use 
information to share and extend ideas and information (ACELY1687)

YEAR 5

English / Year 5 / Language / Text structure and organisation

Curriculum content descriptions
Understand how texts vary in purpose, structure and topic as well as the degree of formality (ACELA1504)

English / Year 5 / Literacy / Interpreting, analysing, evaluating

Curriculum content descriptions
Identify and explain characteristic text structures and language features used in imaginative, informative and 
persuasive texts to meet the purpose of the text (ACELY1701)

YEAR 6

English / Year 6 / Language / Text structure and organisation

Curriculum content descriptions
Understand how authors often innovate on text structures and play with language features to achieve particular 
aesthetic, humorous and persuasive purposes and effects (ACELA1518)

English / Year 6 / Literacy / Interacting with others

Curriculum content descriptions
Use interaction skills, varying conventions of spoken interactions such as voice volume, tone, pitch and pace, 
according to group size, formality of interaction and needs and expertise of the audience (ACELY1816)
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CURRICULUM CONTENT

THE ARTS

DANCE
Understanding dance in context
• Demonstrate an awareness of dance in their lives and in their communities.
Communicating and interpreting
• Share dance movement through informal presentation and share their thoughts and feelings in response to their 

own and others’ dances.

DRAMA
Understanding drama in context
• Demonstrate an awareness that drama serves a variety of purposes in their lives and in their communities.
Communicating and interpreting
• Share drama through informal presentation and respond to ways in which drama tells stories and conveys ideas 

in their own and others’ work.

MUSIC – SOUND ARTS
Understanding music – Sound arts in context
• Explore and share ideas about music from a range of sound environments and recognise that music serves a 

variety of purposes and functions in their lives and in their communities.
Developing practical knowledge
• Explore how sound is made, as they listen and respond to the elements of music: beat, rhythm, pitch, tempo, 

dynamics, and tone colour.
Communicating and interpreting
• Respond to live and recorded music.

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Personal health and physical development
A1 Personal growth and development
• Describe feelings and ask questions about their health, growth, development, and personal needs and wants.
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CURRICULUM CONTENT

LEARNING AREAS & CONTENT DESCRIPTIONS

ENGLISH

English / Year 3 / Literacy / Interacting with others

Curriculum content description
Use interaction skills, including active listening behaviours and communicate in a clear, coherent manner 
using a variety of everyday and learned vocabulary and appropriate tone, pace, pitch and 
volume (ACELY1792)

YEAR 4

English / Year 4 / Literature / Examining literature

Curriculum content description
Understand, interpret and experiment with a range of devices and deliberate word play in poetry and other 
literary texts, for example nonsense words, spoonerisms, neologisms and puns (ACELT1606)

English / Year 4 / Literacy / Interacting with others

Curriculum content description
Interpret ideas and information in spoken texts and listen for key points in order to carry out tasks and use 
information to share and extend ideas and information (ACELY1687)

YEAR 5

English / Year 5 / Language / Text structure and organisation

Curriculum content description
Understand how texts vary in purpose, structure and topic as well as the degree of formality (ACELA1504)

English / Year 5 / Literacy / Interpreting, analysing, evaluating

Curriculum content description
Identify and explain characteristic text structures and language features used in imaginative, informative and 
persuasive texts to meet the purpose of the text (ACELY1701)

YEAR 6

English / Year 6 / Language / Text structure and organisation

Curriculum content description
Understand how authors often innovate on text structures and play with language features to achieve 
particular aesthetic, humorous and persuasive purposes and effects (ACELA1518)

English / Year 6 / Literacy / Interacting with others

Curriculum content description
Use interaction skills, varying conventions of spoken interactions such as voice volume, tone, pitch and pace, 
according to group size, formality of interaction and needs and expertise of the audience (ACELY1816)
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CURRICULUM CONTENT

THE ARTS

DANCE
Understanding dance in context
• Demonstrate an awareness of dance in their lives and in their communities.
Communicating and interpreting
• Share dance movement through informal presentation and share their thoughts and feelings in response 

to their own and others’ dances.

DRAMA
Understanding drama in context
• Demonstrate an awareness that drama serves a variety of purposes in their lives and in their communities.
Communicating and interpreting
• Share drama through informal presentation and respond to ways in which drama tells stories and conveys 

ideas in their own and others’ work.

MUSIC – SOUND ARTS
Understanding music – Sound arts in context
• Explore and share ideas about music from a range of sound environments and recognise that music serves 

a variety of purposes and functions in their lives and in their communities.
Developing practical knowledge
• Explore how sound is made, as they listen and respond to the elements of music: beat, rhythm, pitch, 

tempo, dynamics, and tone colour.
Communicating and interpreting
• Respond to live and recorded music.

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Personal health and physical development
A1 Personal growth and development
• Describe feelings and ask questions about their health, growth, development, and personal needs and 

wants.

HASS

FOUNDATION

Humanities and social sciences / Foundation / Inquiry and skills / Analysing

Curriculum content description
Compare objects from the past with those from the present and consider how places have changed over 
time (ACHASSI006)

Humanities and social sciences / Foundation / Knowledge and Understanding / History

Curriculum content description
How the stories of families and the past can be communicated, for example, through photographs, artefacts, 
books, oral histories, digital media and museums (ACHASSK013)
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YEAR 1

Humanities and social sciences / Year 1 / Inquiry and skills / Questioning

Curriculum content description
Pose questions about past and present objects, people, places and events (ACHASSI018)

Humanities and social sciences / Year 1 / Inquiry and skills / Analysing

Curriculum content description
Explore a point of view (ACHASSI022)

YEAR 2

Humanities and social sciences / Year 2 / Inquiry and skills / Questioning

Curriculum content description
Pose questions about past and present objects, people, places and events (ACHASSI034)

Humanities and social sciences / Year 1 / Knowledge and Understanding / History

Curriculum content description
Differences and similarities between students' daily lives and life during their parents’ and grandparents’ 
childhoods (ACHASSK030)

Humanities and social sciences / Year 2 / Inquiry and skills / Analysing

Curriculum content description

Explore a point of view (ACHASSI038)
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YEAR 3

Humanities and social sciences / Year 3 / Inquiry and skills / Analysing

Examine information to identify different points of view and distinguish facts from opinions (ACHASSI056)

Humanities and social sciences / Year 3 / Knowledge and Understanding / History

Curriculum content description
Celebrations and commemorations in places around the world (for example, Chinese New Year in countries of the 
Asia region, Bastille Day in France, Independence Day in the USA), including those that are observed in Australia (for 
example, Christmas Day, Diwali, Easter, Hanukkah, the Moon Festival and Ramadan) (ACHASSK065)

YEAR 4

Humanities and social sciences / Year 4 / Inquiry and skills / Analysing

Curriculum content description
Examine information to identify different points of view and distinguish facts from opinions (ACHASSI077)

YEAR 5

Humanities and social sciences / Year 5 / Inquiry and skills / Analysing

Curriculum content description
Examine different viewpoints on actions, events, issues and phenomena in the past and present (ACHASSI099)

Humanities and social sciences / Year 5 / Knowledge and Understanding / Civics and citizenship

Curriculum content description
How people with shared beliefs and values work together to achieve a civic goal (ACHASSK118)

YEAR 6

Humanities and social sciences / Year 6 / Inquiry and skills / Analysing

Curriculum content description
Examine different viewpoints on actions, events, issues and phenomena in the past and present (ACHASSI127)

Humanities and social sciences / Year 6 / Knowledge and Understanding / Geography

Curriculum content description
The world’s cultural diversity, including that of its indigenous peoples (ACHASSK140)

Humanities and social sciences / Year 6 / Knowledge and Understanding / Geography

Curriculum content description
Australia’s connections with other countries and how these change people and places (ACHASSK141)
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THE ARTS - DRAMA

F – YEAR 2

Drama / Foundation to Year 2

Curriculum content description
Explore role and dramatic action in dramatic play, improvisation and process drama (ACADRM027)

Curriculum content description
Respond to drama and consider where and why people make drama, starting with Australian drama including 
drama of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples (ACADRR030)

YEARS 3 & 4

Drama / Year 3 and 4

Curriculum content description
Shape and perform dramatic action using narrative structures and tension in devised and scripted drama, including 
exploration of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander drama (ACADRM033)

Curriculum content description
Identify intended purposes and meaning of drama, starting with Australian drama, including drama of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander Peoples, using the elements of drama to make comparisons (ACADRR034)

YEARS 5 & 6

Drama / Year 5 and 6

Curriculum content description
Explore dramatic action, empathy and space in improvisations, playbuilding and scripted drama to develop 
characters and situations (ACADRM035)

Curriculum content descriptions
Explore dramatic action, empathy and space in improvisations, playbuilding and scripted drama to develop 
characters and situations (ACADRM035)
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THE ARTS - DANCE

F – YEAR 2

Dance / Foundation to Year 2

Curriculum content description
Respond to dance and consider where and why people dance, starting with dances from Australia including dances 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples (ACADAR004)

YEARS 3 & 4

Dance / Year 3 and 4

Curriculum content description
Perform dances using expressive skills to communicate ideas, including telling cultural or community 
stories (ACADAM007)

YEARS 5 & 6

Dance / Year 5 and 6

Curriculum content description
Perform dance using expressive skills to communicate a choreographer’s ideas, including performing dances of 
cultural groups in the community (ACADAM011)

THE ARTS - MUSIC
F – YEAR 2

Music / Foundation to Year 2

Curriculum content description
Develop aural skills by exploring and imitating sounds, pitch and rhythm patterns using voice, movement and body 
percussion (ACAMUM080)

Curriculum content description
Respond to music and consider where and why people make music, starting with Australian music, including music 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples (ACAMUR083)

YEARS 3 & 4

Music / Year 3 and 4

Curriculum content description
Develop aural skills by exploring, imitating and recognising elements of music including dynamics, pitch and rhythm 
patterns (ACAMUM084)

Curriculum content description
Identify intended purposes and meanings as they listen to music using the elements of music to make comparisons, 
starting with Australian music, including music of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples (ACAMUR087)
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THE ARTS – MUSIC
YEARS 5 & 6

Music / Year 5 and 6

Curriculum content description
Explain how the elements of music communicate meaning by comparing music from different social, cultural and 
historical contexts, including Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music (ACAMUR091)

HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION
FOUNDATION

Health and physical education / Foundation / Personal, Social and Community Health / Being healthy, safe and active

Curriculum content description
Identify personal strengths (ACPPS001)

Health and physical education / Foundation / Personal, Social and Community Health / Communicating and 
interacting for health and wellbeing

Curriculum content description
Practise personal and social skills to interact positively with others (ACPPS004)

Health and physical education / Foundation / Personal, Social and Community Health / Contributing to healthy and 
active communities

Curriculum content description
Identify actions that promote health, safety and wellbeing (ACPPS006)

YEARS 1 & 2

Health and physical education / Year 1 and 2 / Personal, Social and Community Health / Being healthy, safe and 
active

Curriculum content description
Describe their own strengths and achievements and those of others, and identify how these contribute to personal 
identities (ACPPS015)

Health and physical education / Year 1 and 2 / Personal, Social and Community Health / Communicating and 
interacting for health and wellbeing

Curriculum content description
Describe ways to include others to make them feel they belong (ACPPS019)

Health and physical education / Year 1 and 2 / Personal, Social and Community Health / Contributing to healthy and 
active communities

Curriculum content description
Recognise similarities and differences in individuals and groups, and explore how these are celebrated and 
respected (ACPPS024)
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HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

YEARS 3 & 4

Health and physical education / Year 3 and 4 / Personal, Social and Community Health / Being healthy, safe 
and active

Curriculum content description
Explore how success, challenge and failure strengthen identities (ACPPS033)

Health and physical education / Year 3 and 4 / Personal, Social and Community Health / Communicating and 
interacting for health and wellbeing

Curriculum content description
Describe how respect, empathy and valuing diversity can positively influence relationships (ACPPS037)

YEARS 5 & 6

Health and physical education / Year 5 and 6 / Personal, Social and Community Health / Being healthy, safe 
and active

Curriculum content description
Examine how identities are influenced by people and places (ACPPS051)

Health and physical education / Year 5 and 6 / Personal, Social and Community Health / Communicating and 
interacting for health and wellbeing

Curriculum content description
Practise skills to establish and manage relationships (ACPPS055)

Health and physical education / Year 5 and 6 / Personal, Social and Community Health / Contributing to 
healthy and active communities

Curriculum content description
Identify how valuing diversity positively influences the wellbeing of the community (ACPPS060)
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PERFORM & THE CBCA
“We are proud to be partnering with an organisation that brings quality educational 

productions into Primary Schools, exploring The CBCA Children’s Book Week themes and 
promoting literature and the joy of reading in an interactive, fun and engaging way,”

- CBCA Chair, Professor Margot Hillel OAM.

Established in 1945, The Children's Book Council of Australia (CBCA) is a not for profit, volunteer run 
organisation which aims to engage the community with literature for young Australians. The CBCA 
presents annual awards to books of literary merit, for outstanding contribution to Australian 
children's literature.

Each year, across Australia, the CBCA brings children and books together celebrating CBCA Book 
Week. Throughout the year, the CBCA works in partnership with authors, illustrators, publishers, 
booksellers and other organisations in the children’s book world to bring words, images and stories 
into the hearts and minds of children and adults.

The Children's Book Council of Australia and Perform! Education have partnered to achieve this 
mutual goal. If you would like to learn more about the CBCA, you can check out their website at 
www.cbca.org.au 

While you’re there, check out their wonderful selection of CBCA Book Week merchandise. There are 
posters, bunting, stickers and more! Perfect for decorating your library's and classrooms for when 
CBCA Book Week arrives. 

Go to store.cbca.org.au to check out what's on offer and place your order!



JUNIOR CROSSWORD SOLUTION

JUNIOR WORD FIND SOLUTION
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PUZZLE SOLUTIONS



GENERAL WORD FIND SOLUTION
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PUZZLE SOLUTIONS

GENERAL CROSSWORD SOLUTION
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